
Koch ,Virchow & Pasteur , the heroes of the modern pharmaceutical 
industry
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Google translate 

Not only the mainstream persistently refuses the virus proof question, also a large part 
of the critic scene wants nothing to do with it and often resorts to deadly arguments 
from the history of conventional medicine on this topic. 
But how scientifically did the pioneers of conventional medicine work in contrast to 
today's virologists and vaccine manufacturers? 

contents Robert Koch and the anthrax pathogen (anthrax) useless animal 
experiments as "scientific" proof 
Rudolf Virchow and the idea of the "sickness poison" how did the pharmaceutical 
industry come about? 
Louis Pasteur and the rabies vaccine 
how scientific were Koch, Virchow and Pasteur? 
the alleged eradication of smallpox how to make diseases disappear by redefining 
them

⸻⸺-

An approx. 30 minutes video in German in the link.
A rough translation / interpretation  and takeaways

Looking at the science of Koch, Pasteur, Virchow and the science of today 

⸻⸻⸺



Robert Koch 

He did insane , cruel animal experiments and used them as proof there is something 
causing the sickness.
This is still sold to us as science today . It was not science in those days and it is not 
science today.

He got famous as became internationally known as having come up with something 
against TB, ie tuberculin that  also did not work.
The people who took it got even sicker, many died , etc. *

When one looks what RKI they did in third world countries, in Africa trialing  vaccines
See Book - Robert Koch Institute( RKI)  in the 3rd Reich. 
So cruel, the systematic   killing of people under the notion that they are testing 
vaccines. They used lethal doses that they try to calculate backwards ie.  if you thin it 
down how many people and animals does one kill? 

Mentions to look up LD 50
https://www.treehugger.com/what-is-the-ld50-test-127851

And to have a Federal Institute named after Koch and what it still does noways. It has 
not got a good tradition.

Has Robert Koch ever full filled his own postulates?
Never , it was not even Koch that thought of them but Henle and Koch did not even 
postulate them himself but his assistant did.

( *scientific insanity if look at the logic of their conclusion *
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tuberculin 
‘ Tuberculin was invented by German scientist and physician Robert Koch in 1890. The 

original tuberculin was a glycerine extract of the tubercle bacilli and was developed as a 

remedy for tuberculosis. This was originally considered a cure for tuberculosis, given to 

patients in subcutaneous doses of a brownish, transparent liquid that was gathered 

through cultured filtrates.[6]However, the treatment did not result in the anticipated 

reduction of deaths.

When the tuberculin treatment was first given to patients in 1890, a febrile reaction that 



lasted between four and five hours was recorded in most patients. The symptoms of these 
reactions included a fever that was accompanied by vomiting, rigors, or other forms of 
constitutional symptoms.[6] After these symptoms became recurring in patients, Koch had 
noted how increasing dosages of the treatment over time resulted in quicker and more 
effective healing in the mild cases of tuberculosis, along with the more serious cases 
where progression was slower, yet still progressive.“)  

⸻⸻⸺-

Whether one blames diseases on theoretical viruses or real bacteria, in the end it is 
always a disease toxin that is supposed to cause the actual symptoms.
How did this idea come about?

That was Rudolph Virchow in  1858.
The old theory of ‘juices’ causing disease disproved itself.
You had the failed revolution, political roll- back to adjust to the new times.
(https://courses.lumenlearning.com/suny-hccc-worldhistory2/chapter/the-german-
revolutions-of-1848/ ) 

Virchow had huge debts from his father , that is why he could not become a priest. 
He pushed  himself to the top and made sure that science came under control of the 
state with a humane justification that there are   juice toxins  only if people have poor 
living condition, no clean water, heating, no food etc.
So state and medicine needed to become one  , a social enterprise to prevent the poor 
living conditions . And Koch was praised for that.

10 years later Koch does something different, 
He claims the state and medicine have to be one because you also have  dangerous 
people  living within the state, that can be parasitic. You  do not really see them but 
may have long noses and one can see the direction it is taking . 
This politics has manifested in the 3rd Reich when you had consensus  that there are 
inferior humans and that is determined genetically. 
That was for a long time the science and not much has changed within  the genetic 
determination .
So state and medicine has to become one because parasitic element can  be 
dangerous for the king , affect the king ‘s thinking.



And it is the same in biology. 
That we are made of the smallest indivisible unit, the cell and that can also become 
parasitic and cause damage with its poisons that cause illness, ie toxin = virus in latin, 
so you need to stop it in its track.
He comes up with a new theory , the old juice  poison in form of the cell theory . But 
leaves everything unexplained  and no-one could find the sickness causing toxin.  
13 years later , with 52 ,  Virchow leaves  the medical field.

Then, they could see bacteria under the microscope.
Koch came along could colour them, and they thought bacteria were the irritants 
because they could identify them and even multiply them.
They , then, realised we find the bacteria everywhere, TB bacteria etc can be found  in 
healthy people.

That is how the Pharma industry came about with the use of colouring to study the 
bacteria, they realised that certain colouring  agents , acids  killed bacteria.
That was the start of the German antibiotics  like Basf, Hoechst out of the chemical 
industry when they saw they can kill bacteria.

They  realised bacterias are everywhere , then, they came up with the idea that  only 
some produce certain toxins. 
So came up with funny ideas, the bacteria are everywhere but  they have to be 
themselves infected with a virus( toxin) receives the information to build toxins and 
some only produce the toxin .

It still applies to tetanus ( which is a healing phase from a motor neurone trauma) and 
botulin enzyme. If you analyse them you realise they are normal enzymes that one can 
produce in huge amounts , you can eat them, bath in them, swallow them just do not 
inject it in the brain or put them in cell cultures and claim , look the cells are dying or 
inject them in animals. 

There is not much to these stories but it is so ingrained.
But it will stay in our culture until we get a different understanding of life. 
Todays understanding was set by Virchow, that we are made of single cells   that are 
prone to accidents , that produce poisons that wonder through the body. Out of it 



came the infection theory , out of the infection theory came the cancer theory.

Eugen Rosenstock-Huessy   has warned in 1952 about the  increase in influence and 

power of science and in 1956 he was right and wrote that they research  cancer with 
the old rules of Pasteur as if it was rabies, a double critique to the infection and cancer  
theory.

If that is all we learn in schools we cannot imagine anything else.

Erwin Chargaff wrote in his book -The View from the 13th Floor: New Essays 
If take away from children the power of their imaginations because science says it 
does not exist and this ad that is true, it deprives them of the power of imagination, 
you destroy the bases of human life of you do not allow new things to be ,  one to 
develop , one gets stuck in the status quo and you are at  a dead  end.

That is what happened to humanity , they moved from the juice theory to the cell 
theory that is also false in every aspect and disproven. 
Virchow could not explain it himself how it worked and  he leaves the field of medicine. 
Then bacteria came in  and other  false theories ,  things like  Lyme  ,    We have this 
today even in alternative health.
You have the same concepts in alternative circles because they do not have a different 
understanding of life.

Juices , >Cellular pathology  ( Virchow) the bad comes out of the cell, > then you had 
that the bacteria causes disease > then saw bacteria are everywhere so  they came up 
with some producing toxins and some cause damage and some trigger immunity.
The  immunity  just helps  to justify and maintain the infection theory, followed by the 
cancer theory.
Out of the cell theory you can only envision material theories.
One is forced in a limited  way of thinking , an inheritance plan ,  a blueprint  a plan on 
how it functions  , a material building block out of a cell.

The limited way of understanding ,  a mental cul-de-sac has exploded with corona, 
hopefully will implode 
Hopefully we will learn from history and that the models are wrong and very dangerous 
as they create pathological fear.



Everything that causes fear can be deadly. 
The only person who took the fear out of medicine was Dr Hamer.
 We need to talk about the biology after Hamer, there is no fear in it, everything is 
symbiosis.

Who has interest , recommends the work of Adolf Portmann, a Swiss   zoologist , 
fascinating work , what he discovered, the beauty in form , the principles  of life. 
He observed so many things in nature eg, the feathers that  have a certain pattern that 
represents the eye, when it is a small bird and it grows , the pattern does not disappear  
even though the feathers grow out of it . 
What does that mean? There is some consciousness out of the ‘dead ‘ feather , the 
colour grows out of it,  gets digested and newly build so the pattern remains, that is 
one example.
You cannot explain any of it with the material models.

Dr Lanka learned a lot from these people, from Adolf Portmann ,  about the history, 
biology , Rosenstock Huessy.
Had a brilliant teacher, Dr Zahner.
Dr Fritz Pohl who got  him out of his belief in viruses when he confronted Lanka that 
there is something not right with HIV .
Dr Lanka  had to read the book of Chargaff as part of his studies and that contributed 
to him not  becoming  the model student as may have been stuck in the limited 
thinking and tunnel vision and  may have ended up finding a way to profit out of him 
discovering what he thought was a harmless virus.

This  books and knowledge and wisdom is available to everyone ,  Erwin Chargaff , and 

such deep understanding in the  books of Eugen Rosenstock-Huessy  
(https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/rosenstock-huessy/. ) 

Adolf  Portmann

https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/288201.Adolf_Portmann



Erwin Chargaff -https://www.amazon.de/Die-Aussicht-vom-13-
Stock/dp/3608934332

deepL translate 
“The View from the 13th Floor: New Essays 

“ Chargaff's prognoses have certainly become even gloomier, but perhaps his writings 
even more indispensable. 14 essays are gathered in this volume: Analyses, Proposals 
and Confessions. 
The topics: On the notion of infinite progress. On the right to life. On the consumer 
revolution in East Germany. About irony. About Ludwig Wittgenstein. About bioethics 
and the "progress" of organ transplantation. 
About genius, talent, giftedness. About the disappearance of democracy. About the 
necessity of a self-limitation of natural science - and much more.”

⸻
What did Robert Koch do? 

Are there toxic bacteria? No 
Bacterial Toxin? No 
Viral Toxins? No
Illness poisons ? No

Who  start and embarks on the journey of a better understanding will get trust in life 
again, in the biology, in my body, in the next person next to me , in humanity in the 
human species.

⸺-

Pasteur . 
How scientific was his work in comparison to Koch?
People who talk about the  the dangers  of covid jabs and  being ineffective which is 
true also claim that the Rabies  vaccines are effective . They were developed by 
Pasteur in 19th century..



How scientific?
 One just needs to read about it. All you see every possible cruel animal experiments.
Especially with dogs,  German Shepards as he hated Germans that he tortured to 
death .eg. 1/3 of brain mass of dogs in the brain of other dogs, through the ear ,  
through  making holes in the skull that caused the quasi Rabies  symptoms. You tie up 
an animal and  torture it to death and see foam coming out of the mouth and claim 
they have  rabies . Even today , it is just unbelievable . 

See article  in Deutsche  Arzte  Blatt, ( doctor magize that we would not usally 
recommend)  july 2010 , we make an exceptions here.
Louis Pasteur, Joseph Meister  und die Tollwutimfung .
What is interesting the methods Pasteur used  were so unscientific and gruesome and 
insane.  
The work of these pioneers and heroes of  todays medicine.

Does it mean that Rabi is a result of a physical injury to the brain?
No . But of you tie up an animal and torture it it will develop foam as cannot bite.
Symptoms appear in the healing phase. 
If cannot understand it , one looks for material causes you are left with the good/ bad 
models.

Medicine cannot understand epilepsy.
For the last 120 years the school medicine does meta - studies every 30 years.
With 3 months of fasting  they cure 95% people with epilepsy and rabies like 
symptoms . 
They cannot get that when they use strong medication  they can keep 5%  symptom 
free,  that is their standard.
They cannot explain why fasting works and they forget about it.
Then, someone comes across on an article looking for a title for a  doctoral thesis , 
gets funding for the fasting  research and that gets forgotten again because it cannot 
be explained with the current models . 
How is it possible to act on the nerves and the ‘viruses ‘ , how can that just completely  
disappear with fasting.
Who knows a bit of biology knows this is normal.



⸺

Question.
One of the biggest claims of vaccine immunity is the disappearance of smallpox. 
How did that phenomenon really disappear? 

By changing the definition. It is that simple.

Same with measles, if had the vaccine or already had measels the dogma is if get 
measels like symptoms again it is not called measles anymore  but is rubella.

We think it is that disease. One can localise an ilness eg cancer , a localised change 
one can have a concretely name for it .
When it comes to an amalgam of  symptoms like flu and now covid-19  it is laughable. 
As soon as the test is positive  they add more symptoms .

Same with AIDS, everyone has got the fungi on the lung, just need to get a longer 
bronchial wash in some and you will find the fungi in everyone.

Same with plague in middle ages, a collection of symptoms. 
Once one has a test , one can add every symptom to it.
It is scientific insanity, totally antiscientific .

Another example is the flu season .
In Germany flu  nearly disappeared , another conditions made up of various symptoms.
And the explanation was that the corona measures helped with flu  trying to give 
legitimacy to the inhumane  measures , restrictions, taking away of rights.

The real explanation is that  the symptoms of flu are part of the symptoms of covid so 
it is now classed as covid.
And with the PCR hardly anyone suffered of anything else but covid.
So no flu was reported . To this  also the doctors  contributed because of panic or  for 
profit  from diagnosing  covid.
So all the symptoms attributed to the flu were switched to covid.
The symptoms of flu never went away but it we de facto redefined.



The same happened with previous pandemics like swine flu or SARS.
Like this you can claim to successfully eradicate diseases and sell the story to the 
public.

But this our culture and  our development at this stage in history, we stick with it and 
we creat a wasteland with our knowledge.
Our task  is through arguments , stillness, consideration, scientific provable arguments 
to help people where to look for the information and help and can  read about it. 
That is what we are trying to do.



 


